Degradation of thin film interconnects and ultra-thin dielectrics is studied within a stochastic approach based on a percolation technique. The thin film is modelled as a two-dimensional random resistor network at a given temperature and its degradation is characterized by a breaking probability of the single resistor. A recovery of the damage is also allowed so that a steady-state condition can be achieved. The main features of experiments are reproduced. This approach provides a unified description of degradation and failure processes in terms of physical parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Failure of metallic interconnects and dielectric degradation is a mandatory issue for reliability of electronic devices. Indeed, relevant research efforts exist on this subject concerning both the experimental characterization [1, 2] , and the development of theoretical models [3] . The aim of this paper is to present a theoretical study of the degradation towards failure of metallic and/or insulating thin films. To this purpose we make use of a stochastic approach based on a biased percolation model recently developed [4] .
MODEL AND RESULTS
We describe a thin film as a two-dimensional square-lattice network of resistors of resistance rn, laying on an insulating substrate at temperature To acting as a thermal reservoir. Initially all resistors are identical rn r0. We take a square geometry N N where N determines the linear sizes of the lattice and Ntot--2N 2 is the total number of resistors. Electrical contacts are realized by perfectly conducting bars at the left and right hand sides of the network. According to the choice of the operating conditions, the case of constant current I or constant voltage V is considered. Figure 2 we plot the damage pattern in an IC type network at a few iteration steps before failure. Note that here the individual resistor values are taken to be temperature independent. The failure is caused by a longitudinal path of short-circuit-like defects (black resistors in Fig. 2 ), i.e., the low-resistivity channel causing failure grows parallel to the applied electric field.
The different kinds of filamentations in Figures and 2 reproduce well the general features observed in experiments, where transversal voids perpendicular to the stressing current are typical damage patterns of electromigration in interconnects and longitudinal fused paths are present in the breakdown by leakage current in ultrathin dielectrics, respectively. We note that the filamentation pattern is enforced by the presence of nearest neighbour interaction while it tends to be suppressed by recovery effects. The most often used experimental way to obtain information on the level of degradation is to monitor a physical quantity which controls the degradation. In a CI transition this quantity is typically the resistance while in a degrading ultrathin insulator it is the leakage current (here we do not consider dielectric degradation through charge accumulation typical of thick film oxides). Figure 3 reports the relative resistance evolutions for small, moderate and large stress currents in a network subjected to a CI type degradation as suggested by experiments. We suppose here that the length of the dominant region of degradation is 10 -3 times the length of the film. Therefore, the relative resistance variations of the whole film are obtained by multiplying the relative resistance variations of the network by the same factor. The simulations show that for low currents a steadystate value of the resistance is reached. We note that the steady-state is achieved because of a balance between the two competing processes of defect generation and defect recovery. The steadystate simulates an experimental condition where damage can not be measured from the resistance evolution directly but only from indirect measurements such as excess resistance noise. When moderate stress currents are applied we can distinguish 3 phases in the resistance evolution. The initial phase, phase 1, shows a short growth in resistance which is followed by a long phase 2 featuring a slow steady growth of resistance accompanied by small resistance fluctuations. The evolution is terminated in phase 3 with violent bursts in resistance thus large resistance fluctuations due to healing events. The presence of bursts in the resistance evolution is thus a fingerprint of healing as typically observed in experiments [7] . We note that healing becomes more intense just before the breakdown. For large currents a sharp transition to failure is observed where healing effects become negligible; of course the failure occurs earlier than for moderate currents. The behaviours reported in Figure 3 are typical of degradation and failure due to electromigration of metallic interconnects where the degradation of a thin metal line is observed in accelerated aging experiments [1] . Figure 4 shows the leakage current evolutions for several values of the stress voltage, in a network undergoing an IC type degradation (here for the sake of convenience the direct resistance evolution was converted into current evolution by Ohm's law). The general behaviour of the current evolution parallels that of the resistance in Figure 3 with the voltage substituting the current as physical stress. An interesting pre-breakdown region is reproduced by the simulation in agreement with experimental evidences [3] . 
